WordPress Automation

#WCJAX
Why?

Because you should...
I’m Lazy!
I Don’t Wanna Do That
Keep Things Constant
Time is Money
More Time For Other Things
When?

Put down the lasso...
When?

Theme
When?

Plugins
When?

WP Install
Where?

snooze...
Where?

Local Development
Where?

Remote Development
Where?

Production
How?

You have options...
How?

Docker / Vagrant
How?
How?

WP-CLI

WP CLI: Aliases
How?

Task Runners

CSS Preprocessors, etc...
How?

Gulp
How?

Grunt
Demo

```
Status: Downloaded newer image for evild/alpine-nginx:1.11.2-libressl
Pulling php (evild/alpine-wordpress:4.5.3)...

4.5.3: Pulling from evild/alpine-wordpress
f6ee91920dcd94: Already exists
d2c2c482e400ba: Already exists
54d1613497730: Already exists
b8068f82f9e9b5: Pull complete
d3be464bc3cf: Pull complete
c6f80a566e1f: Pull complete
8c93c7c7c0e28b: Pull complete
b582e0e52bd: Pull complete
348cdd9c04ad: Pull complete
93ec67f450f1: Pull complete
5b74c2d840d3: Pull complete
35d2b2cc582d: Pull complete
d3a11b1e351a: Pull complete
Digest: sha256:ee75c50d2ac2314b1e43f24027bda650e0f299000f6b1087107e18b1e0eb481993fa649
Status: Downloaded newer image for evild/alpine-wordpress:4.5.3
Pulling db (mariadb:10)...
10: Pulling from library/mariadb
f2bd6a8b84fcf8: Pull complete
e55d6b70b9f39b: Pull complete
74f90e820c2a: Pull complete
4a0f1fe45554: Pull complete
3d3f1706b741: Pull complete
2942f60a420a: Pull complete
97e11d366c75: Pull complete
59bc48de7f2b: Pull complete
32e6b3666e5e: Pull complete
f983f93b0a04: Pull complete
38aa6161b1ce: Pull complete
Digest: sha256:6135f3b0851e7fe263dcf0edf3480cd0b10b28c42878e87c5d83fbeb967412e14
Status: Downloaded newer image for mariadb:10
$ docker-compose up -d
```

"
Resources

Just do it!
Automatic Updates?
Resource

Google It
Automated Task Manager

IFTTT
ifttt.com/wordpress

Zapier
zapier.com/apps/wordpress/integrations
Lazy Links

http://daraskolnick.github.io/WCTO-dev-workflow/#/23

https://premium.wpmudev.org/blog/improve-wordpress-development-workflow-local-server/

https://jasonyingling.me/efficient-wordpress-development-workflow/

https://www.elegantthemes.com/blog/tips-tricks/the-ultimate-guide-to-setting-up-your-wordpress-development-environment
Lazier Links

https://wp-cli.org/

https://www.docker.com/

https://github.com/10up/wp-local-docker
Jean Felisme

@jfeliweb
jeanfelis.me
Questions?

Maybe you should Google It!